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What do you think of?

What is the first image that comes to mind when I say…

A White woman doing something
An Asian-American man doing something

l k d hA Black woman doing something
A Latina woman doing something
A White man doing something
A Latino man doing something
A Black man doing something
An African-American man doing something
A Native American man doing something



1. White women- viewed primarily as mothers or performing 
household chores—outside the home, they are usually teachers
2. Black and Latina women are also usually with children (not 
necessarily their own) and cleaning (not always their house) and 
also were frequently were singers or dancers
3. Asian-American women and men depicted as being involved 

ith t th d i d ith h t i i

What did YOU think of? 

with computers, math and science….and with grass hates in rice 
paddies
4. Native American, black and Latino men as blue-collar workers 
or manual laborers, athletes, idlers or dancers. A few were 
criminals
5. African-American images were upgraded in jobs to include 
more public speakers and educators
6. White Men- briefcases, sat at desks, professional men. 



Stereotypes
Be aware of your own preconceptions- This is the main 

barrier to getting close to people from a little known 
group. 

Stereotypes are pervasive and continually 
i f d l i th b diffi ltreinforced—unlearning them can be difficult. 

Diversity isn’t something that you “do once” and then that’s 
it. Unlearning the untrue stereotypical images is a lifelong 

process. 

The more you can “catch” yourself when you rely on 
stereotypes, not fact, the better your chance for seeing 

someone as they truly are. 



What is Diversity?

Is this a Diverse Group?



Diverse Groups

Race
Ethnicity

Age

Physical AbilEducation

Socioeconomic StatusReligion
Weight

Disability

Height
Single ParentOnly Child

Birth Order

Dialect

Gender

Age

Sexual Orientation

Culinary PreferenceMental Ability

Veteran Status

Income

Socioeconomic Status

Geographic Location

Religion

Handedness

Marital Status
Ancestry

Personality

PregnancyChildless

Athletic Ability

Eyesight



“Diversity is about valuing and respecting 
differences. It’s not about requiring people to “fit 
in”, but rather, truly appreciating differences and 
seeing how differences in culture, gender, ethic 
background and work experience enhance 
creativity, engagement and productivity.” 

Financial Executive, p. 53



http://alldifferent-allequal.info



Diversity Statement

We will try to positively influence and positively 
encourage all people. We will never judge anyone on 

the basis of any condition, characteristic, or 
circumstance. We will always have an open mind and 
promote all types of diversity and unrepresentative or p yp y p
unrecognized groups, ideas, and concerns. We will 

always maintain good, positive and honest relationships, 
and shall not have or create any enemies. And finally, 
we will challenge any ideas, or concerns that are not 

positive or constructive. 

Taken from www.theallygroup.org



When we are surrounded by people who are 
different from us, we’re forced to ask 

questions that go beyond the individual and 
address the community. 

When you have friends that are use wheelchairs, you 
notice if there are steep steps and no ramps. When 

you have a friend who wears a hearing aid, you 
notice when people say things like “What are you 
deaf or something?” When you have friends that 

have different skin colors you become more alert to 
exclusionary and racist comments. When you have 
friends who have a different religious background 

than you, you notice that the mall only has 
decorations  about one religion. 



They came first for the Communists, and I didn’t speak up because 
I wasn’t a Communist. Then they came for the Jews, and I didn’t 
speak up because I wasn’t a Jew. Then they came for the trade 
unionists, and I didn’t speak up because I wasn’t a trade 
unionist. Then they came for the Catholics, and I didn’t speak up 
because I was a Protestant. Then they came for me, and by that 
time no one was left to speak up.”

Martin Niemoeller
Arrested by the Gestapo and sent to Dachau Concentration camp in 1938. The 
Allied forces freed him seven years later. 



If African-
Americans were 
the only people 
who voted for 
Obama, would he 
have become 
President? 





Beyond Diversity-Being an Ally

Many social changes wouldn’t have taken 
place if not for those individuals who strove to 
be an ally to others who were suffering under 

an unfair system. 

EXAMPLE: Many Suffragettes were men 
and most Abolitionists were white. 



4 Steps to Becoming an Ally

1.Awareness
Be aware of who you are and how you are different from 

and similar to others. You can gain awareness through 
conversations with individuals, attending workshops, reading 
about cultures and by self-examination.

2. Knowledge/Education
Being to acquire knowledge about the group and what 

the experience is for people in this country. Learn about laws, 
policies and practices and how they affect individuals.



Steps to becoming an Ally Cont. 

3. Skills
Develop skills in communicating the knowledge that 

you have learned. Acquire skills through workshops, role 
playing situations, developing support connections, and 
practicing interventionspracticing interventions.

4. Action
Can be the most frightening step. Action is the only 

way that we can affect change in society as a whole. If we 
keep our awareness, knowledge and skills to ourselves, we 
are not being an Ally. 



Although a person can be a supporter 
and advocate for his or her own group, 
the impact and effect of such activities 

are different on the dominant group, and 
are often more powerful when the p
supporter is not a member of the 

oppressed population. 



Being an Ally can be tricky

The “fine line” 
Don’t take over someone else’s struggle

Sometimes as a member of a group that has 
been in “charge” a person might be so used to 
“running the show” that he/she might feel as if 
he/she can do it better than anyone else. 

Challenge= 
To know when to watch unfamiliar structures 
emerge and when to introduce your own 



The Power of Being an Ally

Allies can sometimes use their power of being in 
the “dominant” group by intervening in the actions 
of people in the “dominant” group. Allies have an 

important role to play!

Whites will sometimes be convinced by what other whites say on the damage 
that racism does, whereas they wouldn’t be able to hear the same message 

from a person of color. 

A heterosexual who publically supports expanded partner health benefits 
may be greeted with less skepticism than a lesbian speaking on her own 

behalf. 



Characteristics of an ALLY
•Listen Openly
•Actively pursue a process of self-education. Learn 
about the history and culture of target groups
•Acknowledge and take responsibility for your own 
socialization prejudice and privilege
•Learn about and take pride in your own identities
•Identify your own self-interest in acting as an ally
•Make friends with people who are different
•Know resources about and for target groups
•Educate others
•Take a public stand against discrimination and 
prejudice



Characteristics Cont.
•Interrupt prejudice & take action against oppression 
even when people from the target groups are not 
present.
•Risk discomfort
•Do not be self-righteous with othersDo not be self righteous with others
•Challenge the internalized oppression of people in 
target groups
•Support the value of separate meetings/event/activities 
for members of target groups
•Have a vision of a healthy multicultural society

Responding to Heterosexism on campus. Diversity Works Training Manual, 1991. 



Be Your OWN Ally!

•Be an ally to yourself!
•Don’t buy into the myths & stereotypes 
that others have created about youy
•Believe that you are worthy!
•See yourself accurately
•Take full credit for your accomplishments!



AACRAO Caucus’s

1. Asian/Pacific Islander
Chair:  Hue Haslim Hue.Haslim@apollogrp.edu

2. Black
Chair:  Cleveland James ccjames@ualr.edu 

G L bi Bi l d T d d3. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgendered 
Chair: Jack Miner miner.10@osu.edu

4. Latino/Latina
Co-Chair: Margarita Leahy leahym@mccc.edu
Co-Chair: Belinda Leon bleon@edmc.edu

5. Native American
Chair: Mechelle Aitson-Roessler maitson-roessler@rose.edu



Choose your friends by their character and your socks by their color. 
Choosing your socks by their character makes no sense, and choosing 
your friends by their color is unthinkable. 

ANON



Be an Ally- give yourself the gift 
of knowing that we are all members 

of the human race and that joy 
comes in building genuine 

relationships with a wide range of 
people
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